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System and Control Design of a Voice Coil
Actuated Mechanically Decoupling Two-body
Vibration Isolation System
Ernst Csencsics, Markus Thier, Reinhard Hainisch, and Georg Schitter, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Structural modes such as decoupling of a mechanical subsystem are in general unwanted effects in high
precision positioning systems. This paper introduces intentional
decoupling as a design choice by using a connecting flexuredamper configuration that allows high bandwidth control of a
stiff first subsystem and lower bandwidth control of a bulky
second subsystem at the same time. An experimental setup of a
single DoF system with one body intentionally decoupling above
190 Hz is developed and analyzed, showing good agreement with
the analytical modeling. A model-based H∞ -controller to actively
control the position of the first body is designed and the damping
in the system is revealed as an important design parameter to
reduce the control effort around the decoupling frequency. It is
demonstrated that with the derived controller the first and the
second body of the resulting prototype can simultaneously be
controlled with bandwidths of 1.4 kHz and 180 Hz, respectively.
When exposed to a disturbance profile with 12.4 µm rms value in
the laboratory environment the remaining rms positioning errors
for the actively and passively controlled subsystems are as small
as 0.12 µm and 0.81 µm, respectively.
Index Terms—Vibrations, Optimal control, System analysis
and design

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

IGH precision production, positioning and metrology
systems require a high control bandwidth ensuring good
disturbance rejection, in order to achieve the required levels
of precision [1]. Since high precision tasks are in general
sensitive to disturbances, external vibrations are a common
problem [2]. Widely used countermeasures in these fields are
passive [3], [4] and active vibration isolation systems [5],
[6], equipped with sensors and actuators to actively reject
external vibrations. Active concepts that employ closed loop
control to maintain constant distance between a probe and
a sample are also reported [7], [8]. Voice coil actuators
are frequently used in such systems as they provide large
stroke and have no mechanical connection between stator and
mover [9]. This results in low stiffness systems that attenuate
external vibrations significantly [7]. The control bandwidth of
these systems typically lies above the suspension mode (1st
resonance) of the system.
For such closed loop controlled active vibration isolation
systems structural modes represent a challenge, as they in
general may limit the achievable closed loop bandwidth of
the system. At higher frequencies every lumped mass that
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is considered rigid at slow speeds shows internal structural
modes, meaning additional system dynamics [1]. They arise
either from structural modes of the individual components
of the positioned structure, or their interconnections, as in
the case of a decoupling sub-mass [10]. To cope with such
unwanted effects strategies like active damping [11] are reported, which, however, requires an extended control structure.
Another way to remove unwanted dynamics is overactuation
[12], such as active suppression of vibrational modes with
piezo actuators [13]. There are also control approaches for
MIMO systems employing block decoupling algorithms to
decouple vibrating structures into independent substructures
[14]. The related drawback in these cases is clearly an increased system complexity. Further reported in literature is the
placement of actuators in nodes of the respective unwanted
mode [15] to avoid its excitation, which requires a rather
complex preliminary system analysis and has disadvantages
in the case of a broadband external excitation.
In contrast to active vibration isolation structural decoupling mechanisms are deliberately introduced in structures for
passive vibration suppression, that in some cases outbalance
active solutions with respect to costs, complexity and reliability [16]. To decrease the system transmissibility a stack of
decoupling mechanisms with alternating layers of stiff masses
and compliant springs with inherent viscoelastic damping is
proposed [17]. With slightly displaced resonance frequencies
the transmissibility of all layers is summed up to the entire
system transmissibility. A similar approach with a two stage
stacked decoupling mechanism is also reported [18]. Both
systems have the drawback, that due to the additional stacked
masses they become very heavy and thus require extremely
high spring stiffness. In addition, mechanically decoupling
sub-masses are used to decouple structural modes in a four
degree of freedom micro-machined gyroscope to simplify
design requirements and minimize instability and drift [19].
Recently also structures incorporating nonlinear stiffness and
damping have been proposed for passive vibration isolation
and the transmissibility of such systems has been investigated
[20]. Besides a nonlinear spring mechanism incorporating a
bistable composite plate [21] and an Euler buckled beam used
as negative stiffness corrector [22] also a scissor-like structure
with quasi-zero stiffness, beneficial nonlinear damping and
adjustable vibration isolation performance is reported [23].
Such nonlinear structures are however rather complex in
manufacturing, tuning and implementation.
The concept proposed in this paper uses an intended, well
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II. S YSTEM MODELING FOR SINGLE AXIS DECOUPLING
SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows a high precision metrology system, that needs
to be positioned in constant distance to a measurement sample
while compensating external vibrations1 . It comprises two submetrology-systems with (i) subsystem MS1 (e.g. an atomic
force microscope) being compact and mechanically stiff, requiring high precision and bandwidth, and (ii) subsystem
MS2 (e.g. a white light interferometer) being bulky, with
structural modes around 300 to 400 Hz, requiring only low
precision and bandwidth. The subsystems are connected via a
1 Project ”Automated in-line metrology for nanoscale production”:
www.aim4np.eu
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designed structural decoupling mode, known from passive
systems, to improve the performance and versatility of an
active vibration isolation system for a combined high precision
metrology system. The system configuration considered is
a metrology platform for inline metrology (see [7]) that
comprises one position sensor, one compact high-precision
metrology subsystem (MS1) and one bulky low-precision
metrology subsystem (MS2), as shown in Fig. 1. A classical
rigid design for this system configuration includes several
performance limiting factors such as (i) the entire platform
needs to fulfill the high precision requirements, (ii) a large
moved mass (current limitations), and (iii) structural modes
of MS2, at frequencies below the target bandwidth of MS1,
are impairing the performance of MS1. The separation into
two mechanically loosely coupled subsystems, as alternative
to a rigid system design, allows the spectral separation of
the two subsystems, meaning that different target bandwidths
fulfilling the individual precision requirements are enabled.
This approach has further the potential to avoid the excitation
of performance limiting structural modes of MS2 that lie above
the target bandwidth of MS2 (i.e. the decoupling resonance
frequency) and below the target bandwidth of MS1.
This paper provides an analytic description of a single axis
vibration isolation system with an intentionally decoupling
subsystem and its design parameters, and shows that different
control bandwidths can be achieved simultaneously for each
subsystem using a single actuator together with a suitable
controller design. In the system analysis in Section II the
damping in the system is identified as an important design
parameter to shape the system mechanics, in order to provide
good robustness against variations of the decoupling dynamics
and to maintain good transient performance of the decoupling
subsystem. The single axis prototype is developed in Section III and analyzed in Section IV, matching the requirements
derived in the analytic section. Based on identification data
a controller is designed via H∞ -synthesis in Section V. Section VI evaluates the controlled system in terms of closed loop
bandwidth, robustness against plant variations, disturbance
rejection, resulting positioning error and change of operating
point. Experiments demonstrate that for the proposed system
the designed SISO feedback controller can be used to position
the two bodies of the system with a high and a low bandwidth,
respectively, at the same time.
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Fig. 1. Concept of positioning a high precision metrology system in constant
distance to a sample. The system comprises a compact subsystem MS1 (rigid
body with m1 ) and a bulky subsystem MS2 (rigid body with m2 ), requiring
high and lower precision, respectively. The subsystems are connected via
a designed spring-damper structure (k2 and d2 ). MS1 is via k1 and d1
connected to mechanical ground and actuated by the force F . Its position
is measured by a sensor (PS) and actively controlled (Ctrl). z1 and z2 are
the vertical positions of the first and second body. MS2 has good disturbance
rejection up to f2 and decouples from MS1 above this frequency, leaving only
MS1 for improved disturbance rejection up to f1 .

flexure-damper structure. The high precision metrology system
MS1 is directly connected to the actuator and a positioning
sensor measures its distance to the sample, which is disturbed
by external vibrations. The flexure-damper structure can be
designed such that the bulky subsystem MS2 decouples from
subsystem MS1 above a defined decoupling frequency. Decoupling thereby means that MS2 can no longer follow the motion
of MS1, leaving only the small body for high bandwidth
vibration cancellation.
To model the dynamic behavior of a mechanical system
that is decoupling along a single degree of freedom a twobody mechanical lumped mass model (see Fig.1) is considered.
The first rigid body with mass m1 is connected to mechanical
ground via a spring k1 and a damper d1 . The second rigid
body with mass m2 is connected to the first body via a second
spring k2 and a second damper d2 . The system is actuated via
a force F on the first body by an actuator that is installed in
parallel to the spring k1 . The coordinates z1 and z2 represent
the vertical positions of the first and second body, respectively.
The differential equations describing the motion for the two
bodies are:
m1 z¨1 (t) = F −k1 z1 (t) − k2 (z1 (t) − z2 (t))
(1)
−d1 z˙1 (t) − d2 (z˙1 (t) − z˙2 (t)) ,

and

m2 z¨2 (t) = k2 (z1 (t) − z2 (t)) + d2 (z˙1 (t) − z˙2 (t)) .

(2)

The transfer functions (TFs) from the applied force F to the
vertical positions z1 and z2 can be obtained by combining (1)
and (2), and by applying the Laplace transformation for null
starting conditions (z1 (0)=z2 (0)=0). This results in
m2 s 2 + d 2 s + k 2
Z1 (s)
=
4
F (s)
m1 m2 s + D 3 s 3 + D 2 s 2 + D 1 s + k 1 k 2
for the position of the first body, and in
d2 s + k2
Z2 (s)
=
,
F (s)
m1 m2 s 4 + D 3 s 3 + D 2 s 2 + D 1 s + k 1 k 2

(3)

(4)
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for the position of the second body, with
D 1 = d1 k2 + d2 k1 ,
D 2 = d 1 d 2 + k 1 m2 + k 2 m1 + k 2 m2 ,
D 3 = d 1 m2 + d 2 m1 + d 2 m2 .

(5)
(6)
(7)

The relation between the position of the first and the second
body is obtained by dividing (4) by (3) resulting in
Gz2,z1 (s) =

Z2 (s)
d2 s + k2
=
.
Z1 (s)
m2 s 2 + d 2 s + k 2

(8)

As damping does in general not dominate the dynamics of
mechatronic positioning systems [24], it is neglected for the
frequency approximations of poles and zeros made in the
following. The TF of the first body has an anti-resonance (pair
of conjugate complex zeros) at
1 p
· k2 /m2 ,
(9)
fa =
2π
while the TF of the second body has a zero at
1
· k2 /d2 .
(10)
2π
The poles are the same for both TFs and with the mass and
spring ratio gm = m1 /m2 and gk = k1 /k2 their frequencies
can be modeled by
1 p
· k1 /(m1 + m2 ),
f1 =
(11)
2π
and
p
(12)
f2 = fa · (gk + gm + 1)/gm .
fz =

The shapes of the TFs of the first and the second body of a
theoretical system model with different values of d2 can be
obtained from the simulated plots in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b),
respectively. The parameters for the depicted model are listed
in Table I, where m1 and m2 correspond to the masses of
the experimental setup. The resulting system dynamics can in
general vary significantly depending on the different parameter
combinations of masses, springs and dampers [25]. For the
considered case of a low stiffness actuated system with a small
inner, a large outer mass and a desired decoupling mode above
the suspension mode, the dynamics will, however, always look
as shown in Fig. 2.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF T HEORETICAL T WO - BODY S YSTEM M ODEL .
Parameter
m1
m2
k1
k2
d1

Value
1.4
4.3
23e3
17e5
10

Unit
kg
kg
N/m
N/m
N·s/m

The TFs of the first and the second body show a resonance
(suspension mode) around f1 =10 Hz, followed by a -40 dB
line, which is the mass line of the total mass m1 + m2 (rigidly
moving single body system), with a related -180◦ phase. At
around fa =100 Hz the first body shows an anti-resonance,
which lifts the phase. In the undamped case (d2 =0, ideal case)

the movement of the second body at this frequency is such,
that the corresponding strain of the spring creates a force
that exactly compensates the external force acting on the first
body. Meaning that the first body stops moving at fa and all
force is directly transferred to the second body. At f2 =203 Hz
both bodies show the decoupling resonance. Thereafter the
TF of the first body continues with a -40 dB mass line (phase
at -180◦ ) determined by its own mass only. The TF of the
second body continues in the undamped case with a -80 dB
slope and a phase at -360◦ , meaning that the two bodies are
moving in counter phase above the decoupling resonance. This
inability of the second body to follow the movement of the
first body at frequencies above the decoupling resonance is
called decoupling of the second body [1].
The mass line of the first body above f2 is vertically lifted to
a higher level compared to the mass line before the decoupling,
as only the mass m1 of the first body remains when the
second mass has decoupled. The vertical shift depends on the
ratio of m1 + m2 to m1 and is 12 dB for the chosen model
parameters. This effect represents a design parameter that has
the potential to reduce the energy consumption of the entire
vibration isolation system.
It can be seen that a higher damping value d2 reduces
the peak heights of the anti-resonance and the decoupling
resonance of both bodies. This design parameter is important
for the controller design and will be revisited in Section V.
Assuming a fixed spring constant k2 the damping d2 also
determines the location of the zero fz of the second body’s TF
(see. (10)). With increasing values of d2 the zero is shifted to
lower frequencies (e.g. d2 =100 → fz =2.706 kHz), resulting
in a 3rd order system behavior with a -60 dB slope (phase
approaching -270◦ ) above fz . Compared to the -80 dB slope
for low damping values (e.g. d2 =10 → fz =27.06 kHz), this
means that for high damping values, as fz approaches f2 e.g.
d2 =800 → fz =338.2 Hz), the decoupling between both bodies
is decreased.
III. S INGLE AXIS DECOUPLING EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To demonstrate the principle of mechanical decoupling
a single axis experimental setup is used. Fig.3 depicts a
schematic of the setup. It consists of a voice coil actuator
(Shaker S51110, TIRA GmbH, Germany) that is placed on
mechanical ground and is used for vertical actuation of the
entire mechanical frame on top. The actuator is driven by
a custom made current amplifier (Amplifier type MP38CL,
Apex Microtechnology, Tucson, AZ, USA). The amplifier
is controlled by a current controller with a bandwidth of
10 kHz, implemented on the FPGA of a dSpace-platform
(Type: DS1005, dSPACE GmbH, Germany). The controller
implementation is done on the processor of the dSpaceplatform running at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.
Referring to Fig. 1 the k1 and d1 correspond to the stiffness
and damping inside the actuator, connecting the actuator mover
AM to the stator part AS . The mechanical structure on top
comprises an inner aluminium block (1.4 kg, connected to the
actuator) and an outer aluminium frame (4.3 kg), which are
connected via two leaf springs (brass, 2 mm thick, 300 mm
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Fig. 2. Simulated influence of the damping coefficient d2 (in N·s/m) on the decoupling behavior. (a) shows the TF of the first body with a resonance of the
suspension mode at f1 =10 Hz, an anti-resonance at fa =100 Hz and a decoupling resonance at f2 =203 Hz. The mass line after the decoupling is vertically
shifted. An increased d2 reduces the peak heights at the anti-resonance and the decoupling resonance. (b) shows the TF of the second body with a suspension
mode and a decoupling resonance at f1 and f2 , respectively. An increased d2 reduces the decoupling effect.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup. SE and ST are sensors for
measuring positions z1 and z2 , respectively. m1 and m2 represent the inner
and outer body, k2 the spring constant of the connecting leaf springs and
d2 the damping between inner and outer body. d1 and k1 are the damping
and spring constant inside the actuator. The amplifier drives the actuator with
stator AS and mover AM . zs is the position of the sensor system, affected
by external vibrations.

long, 40 mm wide) forming the spring k2 . Two leaf springs
are used to provide guidance in vertical direction while minimizing torsional movement of the outer body. To introduce
additional damping d2 the profiles of the outer body parallel
to the leaf springs are clamped to the inner body with a single

sheet of damping material (Sorbothane) in-between on both
sides (see black blocks in Fig.3).
For measuring the position of the inner body z1 an eddy
current sensor SE (eddyNCDT DT3702-U1-A-C3, MicroEpsilon GmbH, Germany) with a resolution of 1.3 nm is used.
Monitoring the position of the outer body z2 is performed by
an optical triangulation sensor ST (optoNCDT 2300, MicroEpsilon GmbH, Germany). External disturbances like floor
vibrations are considered to affect the position of both, the
inner and the outer body. The input of the system is the input
of the current amplifier u, which via the motor constant exerts
a force on the moving masses. The TF from u to the position
of the inner body z1 and the outer body z2 is defined by
GiB and GoB (see (3) and (4)), respectively. The distance
between sensor and inner body y1 = z1 − zs is considered as
the controlled system output.
IV. S YSTEM IDENTIFICATION
To identify the dynamic behavior of the experimental setup
the current of the power amplifier is driven by a sinusoidal
signal which is logarithmically increasing in frequency. For
measuring the TF of the inner and outer body, the position
of the respective body, y1 or y2 , is the corresponding system
output. The magnitude and phase response are determined by
the lock-in principle using the dSPACE-platform running at
20 kHz [26]. Fig.4 depicts the measured frequency response
of the inner and the outer body and the manually fitted system
models. The resonance/anti-resonance frequencies are derived
by identifying the local maxima/minima in the magnitude plot
data.
The measured frequency response of the inner body in
Fig.4(a) has the same shape as the model derived in Section II
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Fig. 4. Measured and modeled frequency response of the inner and the outer body. (a) shows the TF of the inner body, with a suspension mode at 10 Hz.
The anti-resonance is located at 100 Hz and the decoupling resonance at 190 Hz. (b) shows the TF of the outer body with the same resonance frequencies
as the inner body. A -60 dB slope can be obtained above the zero at 338 Hz. The time delay of the optical sensor prevents an observation of the recovering
phase.

up to a frequency of about 3 kHz. At higher frequencies additional structural modes can be observed. The first resonance
peak due to the actuator suspension and the entire moved mass
appears at 10 Hz. The anti-resonance and resonance of the
decoupling are located at around 100 Hz and 190 Hz, respectively, and are both well damped (modeled d2 =800 N·s/m).
Structural modes of the outer body (e.g. around 400 Hz), lying
above the target bandwidth of MS2 (equals the decoupling
resonance) and below the target bandwidth of MS1, which
would affect the dynamics of a rigid design, would practically
not be observable in the TF of the inner body of the decoupling
design, as their excitation is reduced by the decoupling.
According to the measured data and the mass ratio the mass
line is lifted about 12 dB after the decoupling resonance. Based
on the measured data the fitted system model for the inner
body
GiB (s) = K · Gz1,F · P ai (s),
(13)
with Gz1,F from (3) and parameters according to Table II
is obtained. P ai (s) is a second order Pade-approximation
[27] that accounts for the sampling delay of Ts =50 µs of
the digital system. The dynamics of the current amplifier
are neglected. Considering the targeted control design, which
at low frequencies is influenced by the suspension mode
occurring at 10 Hz, the model is deliberately shaped in this
frequency range.
Fig.4(b) shows the frequency response of the outer body,
with a shape corresponding to the theoretical model in
Fig. 2(b). It shows the suspension mode, as the inner body,
at 10 Hz followed by a -40 dB mass line. At about 190 Hz
the outer body decouples, which is indicated by the second
strongly damped resonance and a related phase drop, such that

above this frequency a forth order behavior with a -80 dB slope
can be obtained. The zero due to the damping at fz =338 Hz
(see (10)) reduces the slope to -60 dB. The noise floor for the
outer body is located around -100dB. Based on the measured
data the fitted system model for the outer body
GoB (s) = K · Gz2,F · P ao (s),

(14)

with Gz2,F from (4) and parameters according to Table II is
obtained. P ao (s) is a second order Pade-approximation [27]
that is used to model the phase lag due to the delay of the
optical sensor of about 2 ms below 500 Hz. This time delay
prevents an observation of the recovering phase as would be
expected from the theoretical model (see Fig. 2), since the
noise floor of the sensor is reached.
TABLE II
C OEFFICIENTS OF THE FITTED SYSTEM MODELS FOR THE TF S DESCRIBED
IN (13) AND (14).
Parameter
m1
m2
k1
k2
d1
d2
K

Value
1.4
4.3
23e3
17e5
400
800
1.686e4

Unit
kg
kg
N/m
N/m
N·s/m
N·s/m
-

V. C ONTROLLER DESIGN FOR SINGLE AXIS DECOUPLING
SYSTEM

From a controls perspective aiming to position the first body
with a bandwidth above the decoupling frequency two system
design aspects are favorable:
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(i) High damping coefficient ζa for anti-resonance at fa : A
low ζa would be compensated by a high resonance in
the controller which is not recommendable in the face
of the mechanical system properties, robustness against
plant variations and controller saturation.
(ii) High damping coefficient ζ2 for resonance at f2 (decoupling frequency): To avoid extensive excitation of the second body at this frequency, due to external disturbances.
The damping d2 between first and second body is thus an
important design parameter for increasing the controllability
of the proposed system, as it can be used to increase these
damping coefficients (see Fig. 2). This leads to a tradeoff in
the system design as d2 needs to be chosen such that the
peaking is sufficiently reduced, while the decoupling of the
second body is not too much compromised.

as shown in Fig. 5b with ωN = 6.28e3 rad/s, ωD = 6.28e7 rad/s,
and ζ=0.7, acting as an upper limit of the uncertainty. The
larger error at 10 Hz is neglected, as it is due to the overdamped suspension mode in the system model (see Fig. 4)
and significantly lower than the targeted cross over frequency.
The modeled suspension mode is deliberately higher damped
to avoid cancellation of this resonance in the controller design. This anti-resonance would compromise the rejection of
external vibrations at this frequency, so that it is beneficial to
employ the high gain at the resonance to improve robustness
against external disturbances. In the sense of the Small Gain
Theorem the function WT is used as a lower border for all
potential weighting functions for T (s) = C(s)P (s)/[1 +
C(s)P (s)] [29]. For shaping the disturbance rejection a first
order function with inverted highpass characteristic is chosen
for the weighting function of S(s) = 1/[1 + C(s)P (s)]:

A. Controller Design

s + 6.28e3
.
(17)
s + 0.628
To enforce a reduced control effort at higher frequencies the
requirement on U (s) = P (s)/[1 + C(s)P (s)]) is formulated
by a first order function with inverted lowpass characteristic:

To design a controller for GiB (see (13)) an H∞ approach
is used [27]. Starting from a Mixed Sensitivity Problem [28]
the extended model shown in Fig. 5a is employed for controller synthesis. To ensure robustness of the controller against

r

Σ

w1

w2

WS

WU

e

C

-

s + 1.26e3
.
(18)
s + 1.26e7
Given the system model defined in (13) and the weighting
functions, the resulting controller is of 7th order:
WU (s) = 0.7071 ·

u

GiB

z1

w3

WT

C(s) = KH ·

(a) Extended model.

Magnitude [dB]

2
Q

i=1
2
Q

i=1

s2 + 2ζzi ωzi s + ωz2i

s2 + 2ζpi ωpi s + ωp2i ·

5
Q

i=3

,

(19)

s + ωpi

with KH =6.5912e16 and coefficients according to Table III.

50

TABLE III
C OEFFICIENTS OF THE DESIGNED CONTROLLER C.

0

−50

−100

WS (s) = 0.2 ·

Index
z1
z2
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5

|∆P (jω)|
|WT (jω)|
1

10

2

10
Frequency [Hz]

3

10

4
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(b) Multiplicative model uncertainty.
Fig. 5. H∞ controller synthesis. (a) shows the extended model with C(s)
being the controller, GiB (s) the plant and WS , WU , and WT being the
weighting functions. (b) depicts the multiplicative model uncertainty (solid,
grey) according to the model error of the inner body model and its upper
border WT .

unmodeled system dynamics the error between the measured
plant data P̃ (s) and the fitted plant model P (s) is introduced
in the form of a multiplicative system uncertainty:
∆P (s) =

P̃ (s) − P (s)
.
P (s)

(15)

For considering this uncertainty in the controller design,
∆P (s) is approximated by the function
WT (s) = 0.67e8 ·

2
s2 + 2ζωN s + ωN
2 ,
2
s + 2ζωD s + ωD

(16)

ωIndex [rad/s]
63.6
1270
631
18200
0.5
20500
41200

ζIndex
0.55
0.38
0.15
0.36
-

B. Controller Implementation
For implementation in the processor of the dSPACE system
the controller is discretized using Pole-Zero-Matching [30],
such that poles and zeros of the digital and continuous
controller are matching over the entire frequency range. Fig.6
depicts the measured TF of the obtained controller.
At frequencies below 200 Hz the shape of the controller
almost equals the inverse plant dynamics with an additional
I-gain below 10 Hz, due WS (s). It can be seen that due to
the modeling there is no notch in the controller at 10 Hz to
cancel the suspension mode. Due to the damping between
inner an outer body there is a highly damped pair of zeros
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Fig. 6. Measured controller frequency response of the designed controller to
control the position of the inner body. With the applied system model there
results no notch filter at the suspension mode (10 Hz). There is a highly
damped pair of zeros at the decoupling frequency 190 Hz and also a highly
damped pair of poles at 100 Hz to compensate the anti-resonance.

at the decoupling frequency of 190 Hz and more important a
highly damped pair of poles at 100 Hz to compensate for the
anti-resonance. Due to WU (s) the controller gain decreases
rapidly above 3 kHz.
VI. VALIDATION AND RESULTS
The measured open loop TF with the implemented controller is depicted in Fig. 7. It shows a cross over frequency of
550 Hz with a phase margin of 45◦ and a gain margin of 5 dB.
The additional structural mode of the plant at around 5.5kHz
(see Fig. 4(a)) was not modeled during system identification
and does not impair the closed loop system stability.
The measured complementary sensitivity function for reference tracking of the inner and the outer body is shown in
Fig. 8. Additionally the TFs computed from the system models
and the designed controller are depicted (dash dotted lines).
Both measurements are in good agreement with the modeled
response. The inner body shows a -3 dB bandwidth of 1.4 kHz
and follows a -40 dB slope right above it. The deviations
between model and measurement around 5 kHz result from
the unmodeled structural mode of the plant (see Fig. 4(a)).
The measured complementary sensitivity function of the outer
body shows a -3 dB bandwidth of around 180 Hz, which is in
the range of the designed decoupling frequency. It results from
a multiplication of the complementary sensitivity function of
the inner body with Gz2,z1 (see (8)). This clearly explains
its shape, the resulting bandwidth, the gain peak of about
12 dB below, and the -40 dB slope right above the bandwidth
until the zero due to the damping at fz =338 Hz. This zero
reduces the slope to a -20dB slope until the poles from the
complementary sensitivity function of the inner body increase
it again. A reduction of the gain peak would thus only be

−1000

1

10

2

10
Frequency [Hz]

3

10

4

10

Fig. 7. Measured open loop frequency response of the system with the
designed controller for controlling the position of the inner body. It shows a
cross over frequency of 550 Hz with a phase margin of 45◦ .

possible by introduction of higher damping. The large phase
deviations above 100 Hz result from the unmodeled delay of
the optical position sensor of about 2 ms.
This shows that the bandwidths of the two subsystems can
be designed independently from each other for a given application, as long as they are well separated and the bandwidth
of the inner body is the larger one. The bandwidth of the inner
body is determined by the controller design itself, while the
bandwidth of the outer body is determined by the designed
decoupling frequency.
To demonstrate the importance of the damping parameter
d2 for the system performance, Fig. 9 compares 10 µm
step responses of the experimental system (d2 =800) and a
weakly damped decoupling system (d2 =10). Fig. 9a shows the
step response of the inner bodies of both systems, controlled
with related feedback controllers (C(s) for the experimental
system). The controller design (see Section V) for the weakly
damped system yields a controller with a sharp inverse notch
at the anti-resonance. It can be seen that both responses are
comparable, with the weakly damped system, however, showing long but small transient oscillations with the frequency
of the anti-resonance. They result from slight mismatches
between plant anti-resonance and controller resonance, which
will always be present in a practical system. Looking at the
step response of the outer body in Fig. 9b, reveals that there
are significantly higher and longer transients in the weakly
damped system, preventing a fast repositioning of the outer
body. These large transients are due to the high peak in the
complimentary sensitivity function of the outer body, caused
by the weakly damped anti-resonance (compare Fig. 8), which
also impairs the disturbance rejection performance of the outer
body (compare Fig. 11). A simulation study also shows that
assuming a slightly deviating anti-resonance (<3%), which
can easily happen due to e.g. thermal or mechanical drift, the
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Fig. 8. Measured and modeled complementary sensitivity functions. The
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frequency at 180 Hz. The measured TFs show good matching with the
modeled system response.
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Fig. 10. Measured step responses of the inner (grey) and the outer body
(black) for an input step of 10 µm. (a) shows the step responses and (b) the
zoomed areas around the step. The inner body follows the step with a rise
time of 1.2 ms and shows small overshoot. The rise time of the outer body
is 3 times longer, the overshoot is with 34% higher, and the settling time is
longer.
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Fig. 9. Simulated 10 µm step responses of experimental and weakly damped
system with related feedback controllers. (a) shows the responses of the
actively controlled inner bodies. (b) shows the responses of the outer bodies
with significantly longer transients in the weakly damped system.

weakly damped system already becomes unstable. This clearly
validates the importance of d2 in the system design.
The measured response of the inner and outer body of the
experimental system to a step of 10 µm height is depicted
in Fig. 10. It corresponds to the case of repositioning the
two bodies of the system, as in the case of changing the
operating point of the combined metrology system introduced
in Section I. From the zoomed image in Fig. 10(b) it can be
seen that the response of the inner body has a rise time of
about 1.2 ms and an overshoot of 12.4%. The response of the
outer body shows a time delay according to the delay of the
used optical sensor. It has a rise time of about 3.3 ms and
an overshoot of 34.1%. The inner body, the high precision
part, thus shows good tracking (repositioning) performance
with none of the significant oscillations of the outer body
observable. The outer body, the low precision part, also shows
good but slower tracking of the reference with increased
overshoot and oscillations. The remaining positioning error

(for a laboratory environment with vibrations of 2.24 µm rms)
shows a standard deviation of 113 nm for the inner body and
514 nm for the outer, not actively controlled, body. From these
results it can be seen that the slower and less precise motion
of the outer body does not impair the performance of the inner
body, which is clear, as the interaction between the two bodies
is already included in the dynamic model and is thus handled
by the position controller.
The measured sensitivity function of the controlled inner
body is shown in Fig. 11 together with its inverse weighting
function WS . It crosses the 0 dB line at 380 Hz and attains a
peak of about 10 dB, due to the Waterbed effect [1], right after
at about 700 Hz. Due to the controller design the suspension
mode of the system is not canceled, such that its high gain
results in an improved disturbance rejection around 10 Hz. The
disturbance rejection performance of the outer body can not be
measured but only estimated using the derived system models
(see (3)-(8)) with the fitted parameters and the controller TF.
With external disturbances affecting both bodies it results in
Souter (s) = Gz2,z1

C · GiB
− 1.
1 + C · GiB

(20)

Above 10 Hz it shows a decreased disturbance rejection as
compared to one of the inner body, crossing the 0 dB line at
70 Hz and attaining a peak around 100 Hz.
To evaluate the disturbance rejection performance in the
time domain a displacement disturbance profile is derived.
The disturbance profile is calculated using the spectral BBN
VC-A criterion [31], assuming a constant velocity magnitude
above the defined frequency range of the criterion (4-80 Hz)
to calculate the displacement disturbance signal. The displacement disturbance signal is used as reference, while the error
between reference and current position is considered as output.
This relation results in an equal TF as the disturbance (zs ) to
output (y1 ) relation. The resulting positioning error of inner
and outer body is depicted in Fig. 12. The positioning error of
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isolation with a bandwidth of 1.4 kHz for the inner body and
180 Hz for the outer body, respectively, by the designed H∞ controller. Thereby the system enables a significant reduction
of vibrational disturbances for both bodies of the vibration
isolation system.
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Fig. 11. Measured sensitivity function of the closed loop system. The
sensitivity function of the inner body (solid, grey) crosses the 0 dB line
at 380 Hz and has a peak value of 10 dB. The inverse of the weighting
function WS (dash-dotted, grey) represents an upper bound. The model-based
estimation of the disturbance rejection of the outer body (dash-dotted, black)
from (20) shows a reduced performance above 5 Hz.
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In this paper a decoupling mechanism is proposed as
a design choice for a combined metrology system with a
high and low precision subsystem and a controller design to
actively control the position of the high precision subsystem
is introduced. The system analysis and design reveal and
explain that the damping in the system as an important design
parameter for the robustness of the feedback system and the
performance of the outer subsystem. An experimental setup of
a single DoF decoupling system with a decoupling frequency
of about 190 Hz is developed, showing good agreement with
the analytical description. The designed model-based H∞ controller actively controls the position of the inner body,
and is designed based on a system model with a deliberately
overdamped suspension mode, resulting in an improved disturbance rejection of the closed loop system. It is shown that
with this controller the inner and the outer body of the built
prototype can simultaneously be controlled with bandwidths of
1.4 kHz and 180 Hz, respectively. Exposed to a disturbance
profile according to the BBN VC-A criterion with 12.4 µm
rms value in the laboratory environment, it is shown that the
remaining rms positioning errors for the actively and passively
controlled body can be reduced to 0.12 µm and 0.81 µm,
respectively. For matters of integration, ease of tuning and
the further experimental investigation of the effects of various
damping values, nicely tunable compact damping mechanisms
are required in the future.
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